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ABSTRACT

We propose a protocol for intellectual property protection
by watermarking the selection of register scan chain dur-
ing the sequential logic test generation design-for-test step.
The watermark, a user-specific digital signature, is embed-
ded into the design by restricting and/or forcing specific
registers to appear in the chain of scan registers. There-
fore, selection enforcement is enabled by imposing addi-
tional signature-specific constraints on the design. This ap-
proach to intellectual property protection has a serious ad-
vantage with respect to the existing techniques: it does not
require reverse engineering of the design. Copyright fraud
detection can be performed by inserting a standard set of test
vectors and receiving a set of outputs from the scan chain
uniquely dependent upon the embedded signature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, design reuse has emerged as a dominant in-
tegrated system design and integration paradigm. For ex-
ample, recently, a number of companies have consolidated
their efforts towards developing off-the-shelf application-
specific or programmable cores (e.g. ARM, LSI Logic).
However, the intellectual property (IP) business model is
vulnerable to a number of potentially devastating obstruc-
tions, such as misappropriation and IP fraud. To overcome
the difficulties in core-based system design, as one of the
crucial enabling technology, the Virtual Socket Initiative Al-
liance has identified the IP protection (IPP) [VSI97].

The problem of effective protection of IP in the EDA en-
vironment has been addressed at the level of physical design
[Kah98], behavioral specification [Hon98], and combina-
tional logic synthesis [Kir98] level. Although all techniques
enable reliable and exceptionally strong proof of authorship
with little or no hardware overhead, their accompanying de-
tection mechanisms are:� Expensive.Almost all techniques rely on reverse en-

gineering as a principal method for providing a hard-
ware design used for comparison.

� Intrusive. Various levels or portions of the design
may be developed by different designers. The reverse
engineering process exposes their designs during wa-
termark detection.

To address these issues, we are currently developing a
technique (suite of protocols) for watermarking designs at
the logic network level during the selection of the chain of
scan registers for sequential logic test generation.

Chain of scan registers is augmented into the design
specification, replacing ordinary flip-flops and latches, to
enable effective sequential logic test. Namely, Cheng and
Agrawal have shown that the complexity of testing designs
can grow exponentially with respect to the length of cycles
in the directed graph of a synchronous sequential network
[Che89]. To resolve this problem, they have proposed an
approach where a subset of registers is interconnected into
a chain that can be controlled and observed from the chip
I/O ports (scan registers). The selection has to be such that
all circles in the design directed network contain at least
one scan register. Therefore, the directed network is made
acyclic which results in linear complexity of the testing al-
gorithm for such sequential (acyclic) graph. As an opti-
mization goal the routine for scan chain selection searches
for a chain of minimal cardinality. This optimization prob-
lem is equivalent to the NP-complete FEEDBACK ARC
SET problem (GT8, pp.192, [Gar79]). Efficient algorithms
and test vector generation techniques that supplement this
design-for-test methodology have been extensively studied
[Che89, Chi93, Bha93, Nor96, Mak97a, Mak97b, Cha98].

The watermark, a unique designer- and/or tool-specific
information, is integrated into the design in a chain selection
preprocessing step by imposing a set of signature-specific
constraints on the input logic network. These constraints
enforce that the selection is performed according to the user
signature. Section 2 describes the details about the proposed
watermarking protocols. The application of the chain selec-
tion algorithm on the watermarked input results in a solu-
tion which satisfies both the original and constrained input.
Since the additional constraints do not exist in the original
design specification, the proof of authorship is based on the
fact that the probability that some other selection algorithm



returns a final design which satisfies both the initial and
user-specific constraints is infinitesimally small. The pro-
posed watermarking technique is transparent to the synthe-
sis step and can be used in synergy with an arbitrary scan
chain selection tool. The proposed IPP approach can be
used to:� Prove authorship of the design at levels of abstrac-

tion lower than logic synthesis. Existence of a user-
specific signature in the final logic network (technol-
ogy mapping) and its chain of scan registers clearly
identifies the author of the input to the design-for-test
process.� Protect the synthesis tool. The signature of the chain
selection tool developer, embedded in the solution to
this design-for-test step, clearly indicates the origin
of the chain selection tool.

The IPP protocols proposed in this paper are exactly
along the requirements identified in the Strawman [VSI97]
proposal of the Development Working Group on IPP. The
recognized desiderata reflects: preservation of functional-
ity and timing, transparency to already complex design and
verification process, low overhead, provision of a strong and
undeniable proof of authorship, flexibility of protection lev-
els with respect to a variety of overhead costs, and persis-
tence. The removal of the embedded watermark should re-
sult in a task of the difficulty equal to complete repetition
of the specified optimization. In addition to the stated VSI
IPP requirements, our approach also provides proportional
protection of all parts of the design.

2. THE NEW APPROACH

The pre-processing procedure which watermarks the input
to the chain selection algorithm encompasses several phases
illustrated in Figure 1. The goal of the watermarking proce-
dure is to add new constraints to the original directed graphG specific to the digital signature of the user.

In the first step the nodes in the input logic network
specification are sorted using an industry specified stan-
dard. For this step we applied a vertex ordering proce-
dure similar to the one already described in [Kir98]. A
nodeni that corresponds to a flip-flop in the circuit has
lower identifier than another nodenj if it has lower objec-
tive Obj(ni; Ca) < Obj(nj ; Ca) for the first criteriaCa
from the ordered set of criteriaC = fC0; :::CW gwhere dif-
ferent objective between the two nodes is encountered. The
objective is quantified respectively according to the number
of gates, their functionality (assuming standardized order-
ing of typical functionalities), fanin, and fanout, and num-
ber of flip-flops at each level of the fanoutFOUTi and faninFINi of nodeni. A gategi from the logic networkLN that

corresponds toG has a levelK with respect to the registerri
that corresponds to nodeni, if the longest path in the logic
networkLN from ri to gi is of cardinalityK. Since cy-
cles may be encountered while quantifying the objectives,
for each node onlyKmax-deep fanin and fanout are con-
sidered. As a result of this procedure, each vertex in the
directed graphG of the circuit [Che89] is assigned a unique
identifier.
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Figure 1: The protocol for hiding information in the selec-
tions of the chain of scan registers for partial sequential scan
logic test generation.

Next, the node ordering is permuted in a way spe-
cific to the designer’s or tool developer’s signature.For
this purpose, we use a keyed RSA one-way function, initial-
ized with the user’s digital signature, to generate a bit stream



[Men97]. This bit stream is used to identify one combina-
tion of “first-K choosejN j” nodes from the ordered list of
all possible combinations. Therefore, two different authors
would have additional constraints imposed on two different
sets of “first-K” nodes.

In the next phase, using the setNk of “first-K” se-
lected nodes, the constraints are augmented into the de-
sign specification according to one of the following sev-
eral proposed constraint encoding techniques.� Inclusion Enforcement. The set of “first-K” regis-

ters,Rk, that correspond to the set of “first-K” nodes,Nk, is selected for inclusion in the chain of scan regis-
ters by enforcement to become primary inputs/outputs.
As a primary I/O each of these registers becomes con-
trollable and observable.� Exclusion Enforcement. A new setRnew of M �K registers is introduced in the design. This change
corresponds to the addition of a set ofM � K new
nodesNnew. Each variable that is originally stored
in one of the “first-K” registers,ri, (registers to be
excluded from the final selection) is replicated into
distinctM registersRnewi from the setRnew. For
each edge that hasni ! ri as a destination, a set ofM new edges is created with the same source andM
different destinations corresponding to each node inNnewM . For each edge that hasni as a source, a set
of M new edges is created with the same destination
butM different sources corresponding to each of the
nodes inNnewi .

Any nodeni 2 Nk [ Nnew becomes unlikely to be
selected by any optimization algorithm, since the in-
clusion of any one of theM +1 nodes inni [Nnewi ,
which correspond to registers that now contain vari-
ables originally stored only inri, implies inclusion of
the remainingM nodes inni [ Nnewi . To guarantee
exclusion and provide a fast watermarking protocol,
parameterM is statistically determined and validated
and the sequence of watermarking and optimization
is repeated with increasing values ofM as long as
the “first-K” registers are not excluded from the final
chain selection. Note that exclusion enforcement and
the previous technique may be combined into a syn-
ergic watermarking technique.� Problem Augmentation. According to the node or-
dering, the existing input is augmented with new nodes
and edges. Their creation and incorporation into the
input is conducted using a RSA-type pseudo-random
stream bit generator initialized with the user’s signa-
ture [Men97]. The pseudo-code that describes the in-
put augmentation is presented in Figure 2. Initially,

a set ofNnew new nodes is introduced into the di-
rected graph. Next, for each nodeni 2 Nnew, us-
ing the user-specific bit sequence, we select a combi-
nationNKi of Ki nodes from the ordered set of all
possible combinations ofKi nodes fromN [ Nnew
and draw edges from8nj 2 NKi to ni. Similar pro-
cedure is performed to add edges that have the newly
set of nodes as sources. ParametersjNKij of this con-
straint encoding technique are also defined using the
pseudo-random bit stream. However, their range as
well as the cardinality of the set of new nodesjNnewj
is determined statistically. The main trade-off in the
statistical determination is that larger cardinalities re-
sult in decreased quality of the solution to the original
problem, while smaller cardinalities reduce strength
of the proof of authorship.G(N;E) is an directed graph that describes

the sequential circuit.
Add an ordered setNnew of new nodes toG.
For eachnodeni 2 NnewKi = (int) BitStream(USERID)

Select a combinationNKi of Ki nodes from the
ordered set of all possible combinations ofKi nodes
fromN [Nnew. Note: selection is driven by
the (stream) BitStream(USERID)
For eachnj 2 NKi

Draw an edgenj ! ni
End ForKi = (int) BitStream(USERID)
Select a combinationNKi of Ki nodes from the
ordered set of all possible combinations ofKi nodes
fromN [Nnew. Note: selection is driven by the
(stream) BitStream(USERID).
For eachnj 2 NKi

Draw an edgeni ! nj
End For

End For

Figure 2: Proposed function for watermarking multi-level
logic minimization solutions using network augmentation.

After the input is modified, the chain selection al-
gorithm is applied, retrieving a solution which satisfies
both the original and user-specific constraints.The proof
of authorship is dependent upon the likelihood that some
other algorithm, when applied to the initial design specifi-
cation, retrieves solution which also satisfies the constrained
input.

Watermark detection is a process which does not re-
quire reverse engineering of the product. To prove au-
thorship, the designer iteratively injects a test vector into



the manufactured design, performs the design function-
ality (runs the test vector), and retrieves an output vec-
tor through the scan chain. By comparing the unique
values in the design (can be obtained using simulation)
and the retrieved values in the output vector, presence
in the scan chain of registers which contain these unique
values can be proved. This process is repeated until all
registers that are part of the scan chain are not identi-
fied.

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this proposal, we present a new watermarking technique
which leverages the advantages of embedding information
into the design at the design-for-test level. The watermark
is augmented into the design by modifying the input, ac-
cording to the digital signature of the author, to the algo-
rithm for selection of the partial chain of scan registers. The
modification is accomplished using a set of protocols for
standardized ordering of the directed graph of the circuit
and addition of user-specific constraints. Due to the specific
nature of the design of partial scan chains and their usage,
watermark detection becomes, using this approach a trivial
procedure.

As a future work, we outline three important tasks: eval-
uation of the hardware overhead that the watermarking pro-
ceeder may induce, quantitative establishment of the pro-
vided proof of authorship, and resistance to attacks.
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